
4 Postmodern Collage: 

The Wooster Group 


Since using video in its 1981 production of Route 1 & 9, The Wooster 
Group has inclu ded video in all its theatre productions, consistently 
ex perimenting with the content and style of material used and the 
interplay between video materia ls, their means of display, and the live 
performers. In the process it has influenced many other companies in 
the US and abroad.' Unlike subsequent practitioners who have taken 
advantage of the opportunities afforded by developing technologies 
such as video projection and video walls, The Wooster Group is 
unusual in continuing to deliver video material on television I'llonirors. 

The company emerged, under the directorship of Elizabeth 
leCompte, from a group of performers who were working in New 
York in the 1970s with Richard Schechner's Performance Group - a 
lead ing experimental company of the time which drew inspiration 
from the work of Brecht, Artaud and Grotowski, amongst others.' Its 
highly intertextual work is characterised by playful collaging of found 
materials and daily life activities with both 'high' and popular cultural 
fo rm s and texts and by iron ic, self-conscious perfo rmances . Theil' pro
ductions have incorporated a striking diversity of texts and perform
ance approaches . Dramatic texts have ranged from neoclass ical 
French drama (Racine's Phedre ), drama of a more naturalistic kind 
(The Crucible, Th ree Sisters), to a modernist experimental text (Stein 's 
Doctor Fausttls Lights the Lights); productions have also included 
rexts from novels , biographies and films, along with autobiographica l 
materia l and materia l found in rehearsal. Even more extensive have 
been the performance styles explored in both live and videotaped per
formance, as the y ' face off' with the found texts (Kate Va lk, in Rosten, 
1998, 18). They ha ve experimented with bl ackface, cartoons, music
als, soap opera, porn mov ies, chat shows, Polynesian dance, Japanese 
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Noh and Kyogen. LeCompte speaks of 'composing' the producti ons 
visually and musica ll y and her background in the visual arts is often 
noticea ble in her adoption of viSllal motifs from painting, as seen in 
recollections of Dali and Holbein discussed below. The Group's hand 
ling of video and its playing with different televisual styles must, then, 
be seen in the context of this broader collagist approach and ongoing 
play wi th differenr 'masks' for addressing and defam iliarising the 
chosen texts.) 

Some cri tics portray such co llagism and eclecticism as simpl y symp
tomatic of a depthless, ahistorical postmodernism and a ferishis" tion 
of the signifier at the expense of the signified, and comments by 
LeCompte and members of the company ha ve discouraged the idea 
that a deliberate deconstructive project lies behind the work. 
leCompte delights in test ing to the extreme ideas about collage which 
derive from Dadaism, and acco unts of devising sessions and rehearsals 
make clear that the company ad opts a genuinely experimental 
approach to the colloca tion of different types of text, narrati ve or 
styles. Typifyi ng Lyotard 's postmodern arrist who 'works without 
rules in order to formulate the rules of what will have been done' 
(Lyotard, 1984, 81 ), they test out what it might be like to have blac k
face performers doing crude comic routines while video plays a classic 
Thornton Wilder text performed like a soap opera, or what might be 
the effect of illcluding a Polynesian dallce in rhe middle of a Chekhov 
play, with LeCompte illsisting on allowillg different elements 'to be in 
the space together, wirhout this demand for mealling. " Meaning" ill 
quotes' (Kaye, 1996,256). 

Nevertheless, the Group's approach does, in effect if not intelltioll, 
encourage a deconstructive response towards the various texts and per~ 
formance styles, and towards represel1tation in general. The very act of 
lay ing one system of representation against another (or in The Wooster 
Group 's case, often seve tal others) tends to call the differing systems 
into questioll, or at the very least, to denaturalise them. In handling 
video, the knowing pla y with particular televisual conventions leads to 
fruitful collisions with diffetent conventions of dramatic writing and 
performance and brings to light the a bsences and erasures in each and 
the dynamics of authority which they instigate. While the dominant 
place of television within contemporary cu lture is reAected in the 
Group's persistent use of the telev ision monitor rather chan video pro
jection, the way in which LeCompte contin uall y reframes its loca ti on 
and contents challenges the place of television JUSt as much as her use 
of video expands and challenges thea trica l texts and conventions. 
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LeCompte cites twO significant ways television practice influenced 
her broader approach to composition. She describes her love for old 
television shows such as The George Burns and Gracie Allen Show 
and J Love Lucy, in which the petformers regularly moved to and fro 
between performing as characters aJld performing as themselves, 
breaking the televisua l fourth walJ to comment on what had just been 
done, before returning to the action - often with comic effect 
ILeCompte, 1990). As in contemporary shows such as Curb Your 
Enthusiasm, aspects of the performers' own lives were folded into the 
sto ry-lines, blurring boundaries between the fictional and the autobio
graphical. Similarly, Wooster Group performers, especially in earlier 
productions, move fluidly between the characters they present and a 
stage version of themsel ves, as they speak to each other Or the audi
ence and aspects of their lives in the company appeat in the produc
tions. A version of this appeared in earlier Performance Group 
productions, where the influence of Brecht could be seen, and it was 
familiar in popular entertainments such as vaudeville and variety 
shows, but it is noteworthy that LeCompte identifies her own approach 
as influenced more by popular television. 

In common with other contemporary theatremakers, LeCompte 
also likens the way productions flit to and fro between various narta
tives and modes of performance to channel-hopping on television, 
moving backwards and forwards between fiction, documentaty, news, 
comedy, and so on. She sees no reason why, if we are comfottable 
doing this when watching television, we should not feel comfortable 
when theatre produces the same effect. Again, there are precursors in 
earlier forms of popular theatre, and such an approach is often seen as 
characteristic o f much postmodern cultural production. 

Route 1 & 9 (The Last Act) 

In earlier productions, srlch as Rumstick Road, The Woostet Group 
collaged music, slide-projections and other sound-recotdings along
side related and apparently non-related stage action. In 1981, how
ever, for Route 1 & 9 (The Last Act), LeCompte introduced video for 
the first time. Three distinct secrions of video appeared; though con
troyersial at the time, seen in retrospect today, their use seems quite 
straightforward in comparison with lacer experiments. 

The first use was , for all its simplicity, quire disconcerting. The pro
duction began not with li ve performance, bur with a twenty-minute 
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video of performer Ron Vawter mimicking a 1965 educational film 
featuring Clifton Fadiman lecturing about Thornton Wilder's depic
tion of small-town America, Our Town. In early performances specta
tors watched this jn a separate room in the Performance Garage before 
going down into the performance space for the rest of the production . 
In subsequent performances elsewhere, the video usually appeared on 
four monitors suspended above the performers and one on ground 
level, in the same space as the rest of the performance. 

Vawter delivered the lecture in a very deliberate manner, deploying 
rhetorical gestures and illustrati ve materials in ways that mark the 
moment of their use. He studied Fadiman 's film in great detail, and his 
prompt-sctipt shows how closely he plotted every gesture - opening 
out his palms, placing his hands in each other, touching fingers and 
thumbs together in what he calls a 'church' gestute, and so on. He pro
duces all almost Brechtian demonstration of Fadiman 's lecrure st),le. 
His stiff movements across the lecture theatre - to and fro berween a 
toy theatre and a stepladder, were also filmed in such a way as to 

mimic the self-consciou s variation of setting often found in educa
tion al television lectures. Capitalised sub-titles underscored certain 
points, as when the lecturer speaks of THE USE OF A CONDENSED 
LINE OR WORD. The video tetained moments that would normally 
be edited out in a btoadcast television progtamme: as well as awkward 
editing jumps, Vawter sometimes coughs, cottects himself, or repeats 
a line. All this served to expose how such television notmally tries to 
operate seamlessly in order to generate an authoritative meaning. In 
refusing such seamless presentation, the video undetmined the amhor
it)' o f the intetpretation put forward in the lecture. 

The lecture presents a traditional humanist analysis, focusing on the 
graveyard scene of Act Three. Fadiman endorses Wilder's idea that the 
inhabitants of Grover's Corners undergo universal, trans~historical 
experiences and feelings. He places Our TaWil within a Western trad
ition of art as consolatio n in the face of death. At the end of the play 
'we see that Emily's life, and all our lives, are patt of something vast 
and eternal'. It helps us 'to create ordet out of the confusion of every
da y living'. He refets to a seties uf sculpted heads, ftom Greeks and 
Egyptians up to Degas and Picasso, images of which appear on the 
monitors. These are citizens of Our Town, ' just as we all are'. As 
Sa vran observes, the lecturer 's use of the first person plural continually 
inscribes the spectators as sharing this humanist tradition. LeCo mpte 
herself acknowledges that she 'liked the Fadiman film, but was both
ered about liking it. It touched nostalgic chords of comfort for me that 
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made me angry' (Savran, 1986,17). The style of the video here, how
ever, probtemarises Fadiman 's approach, provoking spectators ro 
question the extent to which they are imbued with the beliefs assumed 
by the lecturer. 

What follows the lecture is the antithesis of such art: it seems 
chaotic, grotesque, unsettling, and presems a view of America very dif
ferent ftom the middle-class, white America that dominates Our 
Town. Where Wilder refers in passing to 'the other side of the railway 
tracks' as a place where Poles and various others live (bu t note, no 
mention of a black population), Route 1 & 9 enacts an extreme ver
sion of an 'other side' - one that was not depicted in the dominant 
American drama of rhe 1930s, bur largely relegared to marginalised 
thea rrical forms such as vaudeville. 

The live action begins wirh Yawter and Willem Dafoe, wearing 
blackface make-up and dark sunglasses with tape across them, co n
structing a skeletal house in the style of Laurel and Hardy, accompan
ied by a sound-tape of twO men discussing house-building in New 
Jersey' Their clumsy attempts to erect the frame and insta ll a large 
window become a perverse echo of the Stage Manager setting up rhe 
houses of the Webb and Gibbs families early in Our Town, but here 
rhe builders are black laboulers (or more properly, white performers 
blacked up) - a SOrt of /rtmpenproletariat not depicred in Our Tow,,
As building work proceeds, Kate Yalk and Peyton Smirh, also in black
face, pl an a birthday party. Adopling a black 'jive' voice, Yalk phones 
friends to invite them and calls real local food outlets, trying to order 
food - wilh the shopkeepers' lesponses being amplified for the audi
ence. Again, this parallels scenes of food and party preparation in Our 
Town: but in contrast with the homey, apple-pie female domesticity of 
the pla y, Yalk orders chicken and mash from fast-food joints. 

Throughout all thi s a television monitor inside the house-frame 
flickels with electrostatic 'snow' - an image of television's constant 
presence in mode In homes. The upper fOUl monilOlS show Wooster 
GlOUp performels, shot in close-up, quietly speaking dialogue ftom 
Our Town . As the lext compeles with the interspersed dialogues of the 
live performers and interl11imn! sound effecls of drills, gunfile, and 
alarms, it IS onl y possible to deciphel an occasional exchange when lhe 
volume is increased or other activities subside. The atmosphere is that 
of soap opera. LeCompte thought that: 

when you took the Stage Manager out of Our Town, It became a soap opera. . We 
did Improvs around soap opera style. using TVs And we watched soap opera . 
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t would time the segments .n between the ads And from that, we got a kind 01 

rhyth":'l The actor's pacing is soap opera. but the Visual style IS more 'portraiture'. 
lile actors speaking direcUy to Ihe camera (Savran. 1986,34) 

Wilder's Stage Managel was, of COUlse, originally intended as a 
Brechtian device to defamiliarise the action of Our Town, and Wildet 
himself disliked the way the play was taken up as sentimentally as it 
was, with the Stage Manager often played as rather toO folksy. The 
Stage Mangef's remova l and the remediation of the play here highl ight 
the potential the text contains for such a sentimentalising take-up . 

As Ihe building concludes, the performers enact a wild, drunken 
party. The pelformers alternate high-energy dance numbels and rau
COliS fe-ena Ctments of blackface comedy IOU tines originally performed 
by Pigmeat Markham, including pouring 'castor oil' into a punch 
bowl (actually onto the f1001) and a sequence in which Pigmeat defe
cates in his pants.' As the party leaches a crescendo, the four monitors 
ale winched forward, until they loom OVel the heads of the perfolmers 
at the front of the performing space - forcing spectators to crane their 
heads back in order to watch the subsequent sequence. As a loud 
alarm lings incessantly, the lights dim and the perfolmers give way to 
twenty minutes of video. 

Again using head-shots, the video includes much of Act Three of 
Our Town, in which the lecentl y dead Emily joins the ghosts of th ose 
who pre-deceased her, in the cemetelY a bove Grover's Corners. She 
wrestles with hel in-between state, still feeling part of life 'down 
there' . Ironically, given hel own coHined existence and her presenta
tion here in a television 'box', she describes the living as 'sort of shut 
up in little boxes'. Allowed to revisit hel life for one last time, she 
teturns to Grove r's Corne IS on hel twelfth birthday. The bitter-sweet 
experience culminates in an elegiac falewell to Glover 's COIners and 
her palents before she asks, 'Do any human beings ever rea lize life 
while they live it? evelY, evely minute? ' (Wilder, 1962, 89). 

As Mrs Gibbs and Emily obsetve a tearful George falling to the 
ground in the graveyald, the vid eo shows Dafoe's face contorted with 
pain - a Sculplural image that echoes ironically the sculpted heads 
shown at the end of the opening lecture. The intimate sound, overtly 
manipulative music, soft focus and close-up technique of soap opera 
produce a wistful atmosphere. Swelling chords contribute to a sense of 
double-coding: spectatols may be torn between the emotional impact 
of the presentation and a sense of itony created by the televisual fram
ing and the excessive underlining of the scene's pathos. This is followed 
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by crashing music accompanying Simon Stimson's bitter outburst, 
'That's what it was to be alive. To move about in a cloud of ignorance.' 

The conflicted viewi ng of this is also underscored by the o nstage 
activity, which reverses rhe background/foreground relationship 
between party and play earlier in the production. After remaining srill 
initially, the blackface performers hegin tiptoei ng about, shifting fur
niture and whispering inaudibly, lit only by the glow of the monitors. 
Occasionally dancing sl owly, they function as the partygoers of the 
previous sequence (a nd of Emily's rwelfth birthday) and as stagehands 
preparing the scene for the next part of the show (the lower monitor is 
moved ce;me-stage and another monitor placed above it). While the 
silent cavorting initially heightens the melancholic atmosphere created 
on video, it gradually provides a counterpoint: a telephone rings, loud 
music suddenly erupts, and then a boisterous calypso starts playing. 
As in O"r Toum, life begins to resume amongst those left 'down 
below'. As the monitors freeze on the tortured image of Dafoe, the 
music is turned up full blast and the performers, with theit make-up 
half wiped off, launch into a final frenetic dance: 

They approach the audience. bloocl streaming down lhelr laces. thelf mouths 
gaping open to reveal vampire fangs. The restrained emotionality of Our Town 
and the constraints placed on the performers to remain quiet during the video 
now explode inlo a frenzy of bloodlust and rage. (Savran. 1986,36) 

If rhis brief dance is extremely confrontational, what follows is even 
more so. Following a further loud alarm, the performers abruptly stop 
and sit down, and the monitors flicker into life again. They show 
LeCompte and Vawter driving a va n into New Jersey. Initially, this 
seems to invert ea rly European examples of film showing perfotmers 
coming through neighbouring streets to the theatre. Here they are 
shown leaving the theatre, heading into the rea l world through which 
Route 1 and 9 runs. But they soon pick up two hitchhikets. While the 
journey continues on the upper colour monitors, the smaller, lower 
black and white monitor begins to show the hitchhikers engaging in 
copulation and oral sex with each other. 6 The sequence focuses like a 
porn movie on the bodies of the performers: they are effectively head
less sex objects. Just as the blackface routines suggested a grotesque 
contrast with the repressed world of Our Toum, so the head-shots of 
the O"r TaWil videos and the educational pieties of the lectuter (a nd 
his sculpted heads) seem to be answered by the obscene bodily display 
of this video. (It might also be seen as a riposte to the sentimental 
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treatment o f George and Emily's romance.) Throughout its playing 
there is no sound , no othet distraction fot the audience. When the 
videotape stops playing, the perfotmance ends abruptly. 

The controversies over the pornographic video and the use o f black
face have been extensively disc ussed, and Savran and Vanden Heuvel 
provide stimulating readings of how the various elements play againSt 
each other. LeCompte herself claimed that when she started working, 
she 'didn 'T have any idea that these routines from Pigmeat Markham 
would have anything to do with Our Town. ". I was working on 
Pigmeat Markham material because I was interested in it formally' 
(Kaye, 1996, 254). She 'just overlapped and scissored', refusing 'to 
judge what material was relevant and what was not' (Savran, 1.986, 
41). Nevertheless, Vanden H euvel argues that the antics of the black
face performers and the pornographic video expose the falsifying 
'order' of Wilder's supposedly universal portrait of middle-America 
and alert the spectator to what the play represses: 

Framed outSide Wilder's text and lown, these disorderly phenomena (sexual 
threat. raCial difference. Violent phYSicality, death rather than eternal verities) hnd 
representation in Route 1& 9 as local perturbations which win - as they cannot in 
the closed system of Our Town - cause widespread transformallon at the overall 
sySiem (Vanden Heuvel. 1995.68) 

Of course, the contrast drawn is made ptoblematic by the use of white 
performers to play the blackface routines; the critique of Wilder is 
framed by The Wooster Group's own recognition that it, as a group, 
does not have any black performers. 

While such arguments ace persuasive, Savcan warns against too 
readily attempting a co nclusive dialectical reading of the production, 
and in What i s This Dancing? (2004) I suggest that the quest for 
meaning production may tOO easily smooth over the producrion's 
gaps and contradictions, to produce a cohetent, politically progres
sive interpretation, at the expense of sufficient acknowledgement of 
the libidinal impact of the performances and of the extent to which its 
radical structuring challenged attempts by early spectators to read the 
production as a whole. Even spectators who were familiar with the 
avant-garde scene in New York initially found the work highly offen 
sive and less neatly dialectical than subsequent analysis suggests. 
Here we might note how LeCompte's deployment of video, for all 
that it appears guite simple in compatison with later usage, was, at 
the time, striking in its divergence from previous practice with film, in 
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particulJr the riscatorian model favoured by political thea tre. 
LeCompte effectively inverted the sort of use Piscator and, to some 
extent, Svoboda made of film. Where they used film to expand the 
world presented by the play-text that was being enacted live, 
LeCompte placed OUf Town on video, and set up a stage world that, 
at first sight, seems to bear no relation to its world or to the preced
ing lecture. To the extent that one implicitly 'comments' on the other, 
the stage world seems to function as a contrast to the videoed world, 
rather th an vice·versa. Where earlier practitioners exploited film's 
potential to shift scene and show large-sca le action, LeCompte co n
fin ed herself mostly to tbe 'talking heads' more normally associated 
with television. The continuous length of the videos exceeded prev i
ous practice (excepting Laterna Magika): the first runs for almost 
twenty minutes, and the Our Town material lasts over thirty. 
Although there was some simultaneous ac ti on during the Our Town 
tapes, tunning the first and third films on their own exceeded any
thing Piscator or others had attempted with film and owed more to 
the collagist practices of video installations. In common with contem
pOrary video art, it also played more knowingly wi th the formal 
properties of the medium than ea rlier practitioners. 

LSD ( ... Just the High Points ... ) 

Developed during 1983-84 and shown over rhe next six yea rs, LSD 
( ... Just the High Points ... ) combined a collagisr trearment of the 
drug culture of the 1960s (particularly the activities of LSD guru 
Timothy Leary) with a scrambled treatment of Arthur Miller's play 
The Crucible.' Video did not playa great part, although it is worth 
noting briefly how LeCompte introduced certain practices which were 
explored more fully in subsequent shows. 

In the first of its four Acts, the performers, seated behind a long 
table, provided a quick snapshot of the 1950s and 1960s by reading 
excerpts from works by Kerouac, Ginsberg, Burroughs and others, 
interspersed with memories of Leary's baby-sitter. Act Two originally 
involved a condensed, rapid-fire reading of excerpts from The 
Cmcible, but after Miller had the company prosecuted , Michael Kirby 
provided a text that closely paralleled The Crucible. In Act Three the 
performers re-enacted a rehearsal during which they worked on The 
Crucible after taking LSD, a sequence that was variously comic, 
tedious, and quite dark and frightening. This merged with re-enacting 
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a riotous drug-fuelled party ar Leary's farm, Millbrook. Mea nwhile, a 
parallel narrative on vi deo involved a man in Miami arranging a gig in 
a hotel. Act Four drew on the fact thar in the 1980s Leary and 
Warergate burglar Gordon Liddy toured a sraged debate in which they 
discussed issues to do wi th the individual and society. The performers 
enacted an incident when a man who had been shor by someone On 
LSD confronted Leary. Alongside this, a fake Spanish dance troupe, 
Donna Sierra and the Del Fuegos, performed a hilarious dance. 

The video material was shown on cwo monitors, one placed on the 
table beside the performers, rhe other in from of it. The firsr usage was 
nor originally planned, but was a product of circumstance; it never
rheless initiated a su bsequent line of development and raised queSt ions 
about the place of an actor's literal presence in rheatrica l performance. 
When Kirby was unavailable for a few performances, some of his con
tributions were videotaped and played when app topriate . The col
lagist structure made the substitution easier th an it might have been in 
a more naturalistic performance, especially as the presentationa l style, 
wirh rhe performers often reading from books or scripts, or delivering 
rhe text at breakneck speed, generall y challenged traditional notions 
of acrorly presence. As leCompte rejects the spurious authenticity 
associared wi th a Method approach to acting, she saw Kirby's appear
ance on video as just another mask, and subsequent productions 
began to include such video substiturio ns, reaching its logical conclu
sion in Fish Story, when video fo orage included appea rances by Ron 
Vawter, who died while the show was being made. 

When Kirby subseq uently returned, some of the video was retained, 
producing a doubling effect, as 'live' Kirby sa t alongside his video 
image. This led to a wittily structuted comic effect in the drug parry 
scene. Kirby enacted a version of the notorious incident in which 
William Burrough s shot his wife - when attempting an Annie Oakley 
sryle trick-shot. Here a fu sed image of the real Kirby and his televised 
arm 'shot' at the li ve Nancy Reilly. Such a moment functions as a comic 
rurn or 'attraction' (a no recalls Svoboda 's shoot-out scene in 1950), bur 
its hallucinatory quality also seemed apt, coming during a party in 
which ever yone was high on drugs. The cyborg ian fusion of live and 
videoraped performer also further marked the making of the perform
ance, showi ng it as a product of mediation and refusing to natura lise irs 
depiction of events; in later work such cybotg-like images become 
almost a Wooster Group trademark . Subsequent use of video in Acts 
Three and Four was relatively minor in significance, although it did 
contribute to the emotiona l texture of the acid-trip scene. 
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Frank Dell's The Temptation of Saint Antony 

More complex integration of video was found in Frank Del/', The 
Temptation ofSaint Antony (1987), aptly described by Elinor Fuchs as 
'part mystery play and meditation on morality, part an in -the-thea ter 
burlesque filled with tricks, gags and numbers' (1988, 104). This drew 
on a bewi ldering array of so urce materials, including: Ingmar 
Bergman's 1958 him, The Ma.gician, in which a magic troupe under 
in ves tigation by the police is fo rced to demonstrate their tricks; 
Gustave Flaubert 's 1874 closet-drama The Temptation of SI Antony, 
wh ich depicts the 3 rd-centur y hermit being tempted by the Devil with 
ma nifesta tions o f the Seven Deadly Sins; dances devised with director 
Peter Sell ars; a biography of the comedia n Lenny Bruce, who adopted 
rhe name 'Frank Dell ' in one of his routines; Geraldine Cummins' 
1932 book, Th e Road to Immortality - in his last weeks Bruce had his 
assisrant read extracts from this to him ; nude chat shows of the sort 
shown on late-night cable television; a hallucinatory film made by Ken 
Kobland; an d incidents and interruptions which occurred during the 
rehearsa l process' As Savran has noted, 'No other Wooster Group 
piece ... is as complex and deepl y inter textual; no o ther will as consist
ently frustrate any attempt to fix the freeplay o f references or to con
tain the plurality of signifiers' (1990 , 43). Such complex layeri ng of 
activities prevents any attempt here to do anything more than provide 
a rudimentary sense of action and text, so that its use of video may be 
more fully explored. 

The action is nominally set in a hotel rOom in Washington, substi
tuting, as the Programme suggestS, for Flaubert 's 'sunset in the dese rt ' 
locarion. In ptactice, the set consis ts of the long pla tform from LSD, 
behind which a long wa ll with two doors and a window is lowered 
and taised at certain points. Centre-stage is a metal-framed bed. To the 
sides are two television moni tOrs, with a third suspended above. While 
the published text gives 110 clues as to setting, performance approaches 
or the use of video, the layout, in two parallel columns, does reflect 
someth ing of the underlying structure of the production's seven 
episodes. One column consists mostl y of a long, rambling text deliv
ered by Vawter as Frank ; the o ther consis ts of dia logue of o ther cast 
members, who sometimes interact with Frank, but often fo llow an 
almost separate track of activi ty. 

Frank merges three ma in identities: he hosts a nude tele vision chat 
show (with th e ac tivit ies shown on the upper monitor); as th e leader of 
a performing troupe, he veers between recounting a Lenny Bruce style 
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autobiographical mo nologue and attempting to rehearse twO women 
in a dance version of the St Anto ny story;' as both fi gures he slips in 
and out of playing St Antony, making observations about life, death 
and God, while also being vis ited by various vision s from Flaubert's 
text _ Ammonaria, Hilario ll , and the Chimera. Vawter's monologue is 
p unctua ted by excha nges wi th the production 's technicians a nd a n 
assistant called Sue (who read s him extracts fro m Cummins and 
Flaubert and goes shopping for him ), and by videotaped phone-calls 
from Dafoe . Wea ring a bathrobe an d sunglasses, with a hand -held 
microphon e, Vawter performs mostly down in front of the platform 
on which the fest of the cast generally performs. Here Onna and 
Ph yllis (Va lk a nd Smith) move between partying, recalling past disas
trouS performances, a nd tehea rsing a melodramat ic tale of drugs and 
death. In Episode Six, in a scene derived from Bergman, they stage 
some magic acts, for which Vawter is enlisted, In the fin al episode 
Ph yllis anno unces she is aba ndoning theatre, while On na organize s a 
hasty departure, responding to a request for a perform ance from the 
King of Sweden, again a trace of Bergman's narrative. 

From the opening lines, in which Vawter tests the sound levels and 
asks 'JJ' (j a mes Johnson) to 'throw that tape on' and 'Dieter ' for a lit
tle music (blurring Jeff Webster's role as both sou nd operator and a 
character) , th e production becomes ' a piece about the making of the 
piece', as leCompte described it (Cole, 1992, 96) . T he quest to ge t 
things right, the banalities su rrounding rehearsa l, the highs and lows 
of performance and relations hips with audiences a re constantl y refer
enced , Th e use of lighting, sound, music, and video to manipulate 
atmospheres and affect audiences is often marked in the very moment 
of their use. Taking its cue from The Magician, the production plays 
wi th, but also exposes, the 'magic' of theatre . Interwoven with the 
metatheatrica l playing about ate frequent encounters with mortality, a 
desire for ecstasy and tra nsce ndence, and a reCurtent collapse into a 

so ulless eroticism. 
Typica l of the mixing of sacred and profane, th e profound a nd the 

banal, and also illustrative of the tightly integrated use of video , is a 
seq uence in Episode One: The Monologue. 'o Vawter tiffs about a 
quasi- mystical experience on drugs, interspersing a vision of stars with 
a flippant account of an encounter with a woman, The vision is soon 
undercut by his comment, 'the harmony of the planets gave me a real 
pain in the old pro ve rbial butt' (The Wooster Group, 1996,269) . As 
the video shows him with a uaked woman, Vawter lip-synchs a brief 
dialogue with the woman , doing her voice as well as hi s own. (He 
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reverses rhe sort of lip-synch associared with music-video perform
ances: the live Vawter speaks intO his microphone, synchronising with 
the videotaped figures, whose voices are silenced.) They are then 
joined by Dafoe, naked and wearing a markedly fake moustache . 
Dafoe is introduced as Cubby from Wales. As they engage in a falter
illg discu ssion of the attraction and repulsion of srars and the appear
ance of the Milky Way, Vawter lip-sy nchs Cubby's dialogue also. He 
then looks ar his script and prompts himsel f ro get going on ' that bit 
abour the prayers, rears, ph ysical suffering '. After speculating about 
' the absolute and the big questions', he calls a bearded woman to come 
to him (Ammonaria from rhe St Antony stOry) and continues: 

Everywhers, everywhere here IS". there's no bounds. the infinite ." the 
inlinile . you can never reach the top . .. you can never come 10 the bottom. 
Because there is no botlom There's no bOllom? Let's see il lhs(8's no boUom. You 
w3nna toss thai thing around? (Ibid., 271 ; ellipses are in the te xt) 

Over this last secrion the video, which has shown a naked bearded 
woman joining him , doses jn on her crotch. After musing about 
'somerhing beyond death, something beyond God', Vawter adopts a 
female voice to say, 'Maybe appearance is the only reality.' To this he 
replies, in leering fa shion, 'Well, appearance is the only reality ._. and 
what an appearance .' So the scene proceeds, mixing metaphysical 
specularion with asides, chat-up lines and sight-gags, while the video's 
naked figures gyrate with a jaded lassitude and Vawter's lip-synching 
becomes an increasi ngly virtuosic display of the perfo rmer 's skills. 
Pathos and bathos combine towards the end as, in the face of 
Ammonaria's acknowledgement th at you can 't 'ever see the cradle 
without seeing rhe grave' (ibid_, 274), Vawter ca lls for a little dance to 
cheer rhem up: the video displays them in a naked line-up jigging 
about, with [he camera trained on their pubic areas. 

In the following three ep isodes, while Onna and Phyllis dance and 
rehearse and Vawter al terna tes between the va rious tracks of his 
monologue and his dialogues with the others, the videos are used 
principally to show his encounters with the figures from the St 
Antony narrati ve, such as the bearded lady, the Sphinx and the 
Chimera . He interviews them, they lounge about Or dance, always 
naked and with the camera often freeze-framing shots of the chest to 
pubic area. The effect is more comic than erotic, as in, for example, 
Dafoe's appearance as a sand -dancing Chimera crying out 'You ca n't 
catch me, I'm the gingerbread man .' While the style mimics irs cable 
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television model , its framing also reca lls the iconography of Salvador 
Dali's The Temptation of St Antony (1946 ). Da li shows a naked 
St Antony raising a cr ucifix up against an elongated whi te horse that 
advances on him from above, followed by four elephants ca rrying 
images of sensuality. One of these is a naked fe ma le torso (from the 
neck to the pubic area) framed in the doorway of a Renaissance 
cathedral. This was strikingly ec hoed in the way Vawter at ground 
level stood looking 4P at the video monitor's freeze-frames of simi
larl y naked torsos . The mixture of sacred and profane in Dali 's paint
ing rhus reappea rs, but with the relevis ion monitor as the contemporary 
equivalent of the cathedtal. 

At a narrative level, video apparently has a simple theatr ica l func
tion, to show the visions that distract St Antony from 'concentrating 
on holy things', It recalls Robert Edmond Jones' vision of film show
ing characters' thoughts, dreams, and fantasies_ But the style of pres
entation has further implications and effects. There is a suggestive 
parallel with the 19th-century touring versions of rhe story. Just as 
they exploited the surface moralism of the overall tale as an excuse for 
playi ng out scenes of lust an d excess, so the cO llversations on the chat 
shows are only a pretext for their real interest - rhe titillating exposure 
of the naked participants. Furthermore, where Flaubert's texr 
embraces a rich range of temptations, spiritual, carnal and fanta stical, 
the reduction of these to the soft-porn of late-night television suggests 
a poverty of both spiritual and erotic imagination in a world saturated 
with quasi-pornographic imagery. We are presented with a rather 
pathetic version of 'temptation·lite', more ridiculous than erotic. For 
all the supposed seductiveness of the naked flesh on displa y, the close
up televisual framing eventually reduces rhe bodies to mere objects, 
srripped of humanity and eroticism. 

The und erlying melancholia is evoked forcefully in Ken Kobland 's 
Flal/bert Dreams of Tra vel, sections of which play later in the pro 
duction . The film shows Vawter, sometimes wearing a t:noustache 
and goatee beard (modelled on Georges Melies), sometimes with a 
turban, moving in desultory fashion about a desolate motel rOom . 
Other cast-members appear in va rious states of disguise and undress_ 
Hand-held camera shots, colourisati on, distorted angles and close
ups lend a surreal air. At times Vawter stares at a naked bod y splayed 
out on the floa t, tracking its contours with a cane: the la you t recalls 
how Lenny Bruce's naked bod y was found after his morphine over 
dose. The body has the ghastly tonalities of the British painter Stanley 
Spencer's studies of na ked bodies, bodies reduced to cadavers. The 
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fiJm 's atmosphere suggests a posr·orgias ric torpor, a sense of deca 
dence turned sour. 

The further major use of video is for rhree phone-ca ils berween 
Dafoe's Cubby and Vawter, Cubby reports that he has gone to 
Hollywood to ac t in a movie about Christ - echoing Dafoe's real-life 
absence, performing in Scorsese's con troversia l The Last Temptation 
of Christ, Coming berween the va rious temptations, and convey ing 
Cubby's excitement at being Out in Hollywood, the caUs operate at 
two leve ls: they suggest another potential aspiration or temptation for 
Frank I St Antony and they reflecr how Dafoe's developing film career 
was affecting the company's work. 

The final call , however, assumes more complex resonances, Having 
endured hi s dark night of th e soul, Vawter I Frank summons up the 
energy to begin playing St Antony once more, While, above him, 
anna ca lls on Frank to hurry, because they have to ge t Out of the 
room/theatre, he repeatedly addresses the absent Ammonaria , asking, 
'What are you afraid of? A big black hole?' Hearing no answer, he 
asserts, 'there is happiness, happiness to be found , Birds, birds in the 
aiL OK, you ca n join them '" [my ellipsis] and uh '" fly into the 
winds' (The Wooster Group, 1996, 313), He Soon qualifies this, 
'Don't, don't feel that you have to fl y always, You can walk, Walk 
on .' As Vawter prepares to leave, Cubby phones, and simultaneously 
anna receives a phone call summoning the group to the King of 
Sweden 's palace, Cubby holds up to the camera a picture - of Dafoe 
as Christ, The St Antony story coa lesces here once more with that of 
the performing troupe, In Flaubert's text St Antony finally sees a 
redemptive vision of Christ'S face in the sun as it rises. In Bergman's 
film the tra velling troupe is saved by a last-minute summons from the 
King, and as they head off the sun shines down on them, an im age 
echoed here by a bright light coming up on Valk and Anna Kohler 
dressed for tra ve l. But this being The Woos ter Gro up, the ending is 
not as simple as this nea t coa lescence migh t suggest. Vaw ter ignores 
anna's ca lls and seems nOt to hear Cubby, who desperately tries to 
attr~ct his attention , whistling and repeatedly calling him. Without 
looking ar rhe image of Chrisr, Vawrer swirches rhe monitor off, purs 
on an overcoar and walks off, leaving Sue calling out ro an empty the
arre, 'Frank ?' As if the portrayal of Fl aubett's Chri st by a videotaped 
photograph of a movie sta r play ing Christ, a multipl y deferred signi
fier, had not been ironic enough, Vawter's ignoring of rhe image, and 
of a nna, serves to underline eve n further the sceptical handling of the 
deus ex machina endings of both source texts. 
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Brace Up! 

Afrer such complexities, the next production, Brace Up! (1990), seems 
like a relatively direct response to Chekhov's Three Sisters, with more 
of the core text being delivered rhan in previous shows. This was a 
fresh, colloquial American translation by Paul Schmidt, a noted 
scholar of Russian theatre, who also performed as Chebutykin, A 
framing device was provided by the group's resea rches in Pacific Island 
dances an d Japanese theatre and film. Paralleling Sailtt Anto,ty's use of 
Bergman 's traveiling troupe, the group studied a documentary aboul a 
Japanese Geinin troupe and developed the idea that Chekhov's play 
was being presented by such an itinerant group in New York, This 
influenced costume and set design and certai n aspects of the gestural 
and movement style. " Excerpts from Japanese films also occasiona lly 
accompanied the stage action, A major development was the use of 
live relay to capture and frame live action on mo ni tors, 

Li ve relay played a significant part in the way, from the start , the pro
duction declared its intention to clear away the dead wo od of a trad
iti on of handling Chekhov in a reverential, naturalistic fashion, The 
play begins with a typical Chekhovian exposition scene, with the eldest 
sister Olga effec ti ve ly delivering a monologue (punctuated briefly by 
'feeds' from others), in which Chekhov introduces the members of the 
Prozorov household, their past, their removal from Moscow, and so 
on. Such expositions often seem heavy-handed to contemporary audi
ences. LeCompte wittily sidesteps any a wkwardness by openly 
acknowledging the expository function. While the aud ience enters the 
aud itorium, periormers move about the platform set, adjusting props 
and chatting to each othet quietly, befote taking up positions about the 
set and on a 101lg bench behind it. Petformers' faces appear on two 
monitors located on parallel floor-tracks - on which they move to and 
fro throughout the performance. Kate Valk, microphone in hand, gets 
the show underway, reading Chekhov's stage directions to set the Scene. 
In chat sh ow style, she interviews Peyton Smith 's Olga, asking her 
about the family, the weather and such like, Smith , who is seated to tlte 
rear, is videoed as she responds, and her image relayed li ve to the moni
tors. Such remediation makes the seq uence more palatable for a con
temporary audience and draws attention to its expository function. 

This defa miliarisation process carries on as the scene proceeds. 
When Chekhov indicates a clock striking twe lve, Valk's request fo r a 
sound effec t is answered by loud bongin g; when Chekhov indicates 
that Masha whistles under her breath, Va lk says the actress playing 
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Masha hasn't arrived yet - so she whistles briefly. She subsequently 
introduces the performers, including Beatrice Roth and Joan Jonas : 
Roth, in her 70s, plays the 21-year-old Irina, and Jonas, in her 50s, 
plays the middle sister Masha. Yalk also introduces two 'video per
formers', informing us that, 'Since the actor playing Soliony cannot be 
here tonight, every time he has to speak, we'll turn the TV loud'; cre
acing an amplified stade noise, this does have a certain appropriate
ness for the argumentative Soliony." She announces that since the 
woman playing the servant Anfisa is too old to travel, she will appear 
all video. Anfisa's words were spoken by Josephine Buscemi, the 
95 year-old great-grandmother of actor Steve Buscemi, whose wife video
taped her at home, while Buscemi fed her the cues. The ovetall effect 
of these first ten minutes is to establish that The Wooster Group is pre
senting its encounter with a text in the 1990s, rather than attempting 
to create a naturalistic portrait of the ProzOrov household in the 
1890s. This is underscored by the way cabling for microphones and 
monitors, extra fl oor lights, and people wielding cametas, alilem the 
setting the atmosphere of a television studio, with Yalk sometimes 
resembling a Floor Manager coordinating the production. 

Subsequent use of live fee d recalls some of Svoboda's rhetotical effects: 
it is employed for close-ups and to multiply points of focus in a scene, as 
well as producing style-shifts through jumping from one medium to the 
other. For example, when Anna Kohler's socially inept and fashion-chal
lenged Natalya first appears, she remains in the background, while her 
image is shown On video; when Olga remarks cattily on her gteen belt, 
the screens fill with a close-up of the offending belt. When Chekhov has 
Natalya rush from the dinner (here replaced by a comic stick-dance), 
tears are shown welling up in Kohler's eyes. When Dafoe's Andtei 
declares his love, it is played Out on video, with Kohler sitting with her 
back to the audience, while Dafoe sits at the bench behind the set. 
Turning the scene into a soap opera proposal scene filmed in two-shot 
heightens its sentimentality, just as the sound of it on video underscores 
its lmimacy. Simultaneously it ironises it in a gently comic way. 

Further distancing is achieved through having Schmidt, doubling 
as both translatOr and Chebutykin, sit for much of the production in 
an upstage COrner watching a monitor - with a camera, in turn, 
trained on him. Yalk occasiona lly asks for comments. For example, 
introducing Act Two, Yalk, rather like fast-forwarding a video, sug
gests that they skip the early expository part and asks Schmidt to 
summarise it - which he does, on video. Later, when Yershinin, 
Tusenbach and Masha are philosophising about life, Yalk suggests 
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fast-forwarding once again, but Schmidt interrupts, 'No, Kate, let 
Masha say the lines; it is a beautiful speech.' Jonas chimes in : 

I remember, PaUl , she says, " think a person has to believe In something, or has 
to look for something to believe ,n, otherwise hiS lite is empty. emply " Just to 
live ,and not 10 knowwhy I ll: cranes lIy, why children are born, W' !y 'Ilere are slars 
In the sky , Either you know It'.f: reason why you are alive, or nothing rTlukes any 
difference.' Thai i:? 

As Anatia obsetves, this 'dramatizes the multiplicity of choices 
involved in selecting and editing th e text ' (1992, 130). It also fore
grounds these lines and contributes to an ongoing, witty marking of 
Schmidt's tole in the production. His continuing appearance on one of 
the monitors observing the action produces the effect of seeing the 
author/trans lator watching over the ptoduction. 

LeCompte describes the video usage as evolving in a way that ma y 
seem haphazard: 

I had Originally thought Ihal the three sisters would not be on Video, and almost 
everyone else would . Then thai broke do...... n I like Peyton on Video, she has a 
wonderful , soap opera performance quality, But basically il was who was near the 
video cameras, and who wanted 10 be onstage, and who was gorng ,n and oul a 
101. (Mee. 1992. 146) 

She also describes the SCenes as being Structured like autonomous 
'islands' between which Valk ptovided bridging commentary, allowing 
some to be omitted if necessaty: 

We may have people CO"T';ln y and going because 01 the money situalion. $0 I 
developed from Ire beginning the idea Ihat anyone could come and go Without 
disrurbing the p;ecc .. Will crn wenl in the middle of 51 Antony, and I SI.Jbstituted 
him on video, but it wasn't an easy process (Arralia , 1992, 128) 

LeCompte's ptesentational approach and readiness to mix vi deotaped 
and live petfotmances facilitates such ptagmatic responses to the com
pany's circumstances. Nevertheless, as Brace Up! evolved, certain pa t
terns and effects emerged. LeCompte saw the space as divided into 
diffetent zones of perfotmance: 

The back area becomHS the area 01 'most pr ivate perlormance. ' Performers In the 
middle sec lion put their dark glasses on and 'think pure danCB.' '" the front sec
tion is the place for a 'declamatory sty le, speaking to the whole room' (Ibid" 129) 
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The 'most private performances' were mostJy those rela yed on video, 
while Vershinin and others ofren delivered their philosophica l musings 
iflto a microphone in the fr ont zone, underlining their grandstanding, 
and contrasring with the soap opera intimacy of encounters in the 
back area. 

As well as live relay and pre-recorded performances, public domain 
film appears periodically, sometimes illustrat ing events in a way tha t is 
both literalising and ~musingly at odds wirh the supposed setting of 
the Chekhov text. For example, when the fire rages through the town, 
Chekhov's srage directions srate, 'A window, red with the glow of fire, 
can be seen through rhe open door. The sound of a passing fire engine 
is heard.' For this LeCompte substituted video of a fire sequence from 
The Harvey Gi1'is, a 1946 musical featuring Judy GariandIl Also, 
underlining the facr that mosr of the male characters are army officers 
who are eventually mobilised and despatched to a garrison in Poland, 
scenes from samurai movies occasionally appear, along wirh Kenneth 
Branagh's film of Shakespea re 's Henry V. In the Octobe r 1990 version 
the latter played against the depanure scenes of Act Four. While rhe 
incongrui ry of seeing Branagh rallying troops for battle was comic, it 
also provided a provoca tive parallel ro the mobilisation: these men 
whom Chekhov portrays as idling about purposelessly in a sleepy 
prov incial town are suddenly sh ipping off to a potentially dangerous 
postll1g. 

The overall design, the use of video, microphones and orh er sound 
technology, th e destruction of the fourth wall, rhe flucruating per
formance styles and the almost Brechrian ep isodic presentarion 
(emphasised by Valk and Schmidt's functions) all combined to over
turn most of the conventions usually associated with Chekhovian pro
du ction. Nevertheless, Brace Up! managed to shine a sharp light on 
Chekhov's text and evoke something of the ironic comedy found in the 
most satisfying Chekhov productions, 'opening up the full subtlery, 
pathos and irony of Chekhov's drama, analysing its elements, demon
strating how these can still work rhrough and alongside rhe barrage 
of fragmented images rhat makes up modern cultural experience' 
(]. McMillan, Guardian, 4 November, 1992). 

House/Lights 

From the point of view of video usage, the 1993 productions Fish 
Story (a further reworking of Three Sisters) and Eugene O'Nei ll 's The 
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Emperor Jones !a rgely marked a consolidation in the company's 
approach. Play between live rela y and pre-recorded material and the 
use of hybridised live and media ted figures were raken further, in ways 
that House/Lights (1998) would more full y expl oit; ,here was also 
some explorat ion of special effects editing and video was employed for 
setting purposes in Emperor Jones, although in an ironic manner vety 
different from ea rlier practitioners' scenographic use of fi lm. 
LeCompre abolished the naturalistic clutter rhat O'Nei ll 's detailed 
stage directions call for, in favour of an almost empty playing space 
excepr for a television monitor, which in the first half showed a plan
tation house, and in the second half a jungle. A fake palm tree stood 
alongside. The effect was to mark wittily the production'S refusal to 
fulfil expectations of the sort of full-blown naturalistic set associated 
wirh Broadway productions of O'Neill. 

In House/Lights LeCompte returned to a more complex interplay 
between live and mediated, mixing publicly released film with pre
recorded and li ve relay material, and pla ying with CG effects and 
cyborgian interfaces hetween li ve and mediated performers. The cen
trality of video, both pre-recorded and live, was emphasised by placing 
two monitors centre stage: while one was raised and upstage, rhe other 
sat wa ist-high downstage and performers continually deli vered lines 
or performed actions behind it, often creating a hybrid li ve/video 
image. Paradoxically fo r a production in which Faust's disillusionment 
with rechnology was th ematically significant, House/Lights was one of 
the company's most technologically complex shows. 

Central to the production was the recreation of a film on stage. As 
discussed in the Introduction, early cinema frequently adapted theatre 
texts for the screen; subsequently, as cinema became the dominant 
medium, popular films were adapted for the stage. One of Mark 
Lawson's complaints, apart from the presence of video in the theatre, 
was that London's West End increasingly relied on such adap tations; in 
2006, for example, prod uctions such as The Thirty Nine Steps, The 
Producers, and Billy Elliot all originated in successful films. Gi ven 
leCompte's work with various film or television sources in earlier pro
ductions, ir was a logica l progression to adapt a film to the stage, but 
this was very different from the exa mples cited . For one th ing, she 
showed excerpts of the fi lm simultaneously wi th the action, showing 
the actors mimicking the film's action; ~nd the film itself was Joseph 
Mawra 's little-known sexploitation thriller Olga 's House of Shame 
(1964), which was set off against a rarely performed a,,"nt-garde opera 
libretto, Gertrude Stein 's Doctor Faustus Lights the Lights (1938). 
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Ha ving encountered the film while developing another project, 
LeCompte decided to transpose its action to the stage: 

We had the performers walchlng the Olga fi lm on TV and mimicking exactly what 
they saw gesturally and Ifanslatlng the logiC 01 the camera - close-up, medium 
shot, long shot - Into the theatrlcal space. It was making for a very quirky phySical 
vocabulary (Rosien, 1998. 17) 

Only subsequently 'did she decide to play Stein's text against it. These 
materials were supplemented by severa l other sources, including films 
by Mel Brooks and the Marx Brothers, Hollywood musicals, an 
episode of I Love Lucy, and music by Hans Peter Kuhn , 

Olga'S House of Shame follows the fortunes of Elaine, • jewel
smuggler for a sadistic crime boss, Olga. Ha ving betrayed Olga and 
attempted to esca pe through a forest, Ela ine is captu red and tortured 
by Olga's siniste r brother Nick, until she agrees to become Elaine's 
lieutenant. Olga engages in some lesbian 'party games' and theu 
enlists Elaine's help in trea ting another girl to so me 'horse discip line'. 
By the end Olga, like God crea ting ma n, has 'crea ted Elaine in her 
own image and likeness. Now rhere were two of them. Two vicio us 
minds working as one' (The Wooster Group, 2000, 56). Shot in black 
and white, the film has a low-budget look, with settings al temating 
berween the forest and a minimally furnished backwoods ca bin. 
Much of the narrative is conveyed througb a male voice-over deliv
ered in the style of a documenr.ary crime-series , Action is mote sug
gestive than explicit - there's little flesh on display, and violence is 
more implied than shown, 

Stein's adaptation of the Faustus tale is full of her characteristic repe
tition and rhythmic riddling la nguage . Faustus sells his soul in order to 
discover the electr ic light. Disappointed with a world always filled with 
light, he rebels against Mephisto and claims he had no sou l to sell. 
Margaret, whom Faustus seduces in Goethe's version, is transformed 
into a character ca lled Margarete Ida and Helena Annabel (hereafret 
MIHA), whose very name marks her thoroughly confused identity, She 
first appears lost in a wood; bitten by a viper (wi th all its sexu.l and 
biblical connotations), she seeks a cure from Fanstus, Saved fro m death 
(simultaneously acquiring Faust 's knowledge), she sits wearing a halo, 
a cross between a Madonna and a movie star, surrounded by candles 
and a chorus that sings and dances attendance . Falling for a 'man from 
over the seas', she spurns Faustus when he seeks to take her to Hell 
with him. Faustus, who has been accompanied much of the time by a 
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boy and a dog that repeatedly says 'Thank you ', shoots them both on 
Mephisto's orders and descends to Hell. 

Stein's frequently comic gloss on the tale supplements the usual 
themes of knowledge, power and identity that circulate around Faustus 
wi th a further th eme to do with tbe effects of fame, Stein wrote the 
libretto after a trip ro the US in 1934 had turned her into a celebrity, cul
minating in having her name in lights on Broadwa y, Unsettled by her 
pu blic noto riety, she began wri ting Ida, a story in which she attempted 
'a study of the effects of publiciry on a personaliry' (Neuman, 1988, 
171). Its plot, of a girl with a dog who is lost in a wood and bitten by a 
vipe~ anticipates the opera libretto, which she commenced after putting 
Ida aside, unfinished , Although Faustus ' disillusionment with electric 
light, which etases the difference between night and day, may be read as 
a metaphor for disillusionment with modern technology and the 
broader Erilightenment project associated with it, Stein also employs 
electric light as a metaphor for fame and celebrity, embodied in two 
'ballets of lights' mounted for Faustus and MIHA: rather than clarifying 
their ident ities, light is seen as confusing them. 

Reca lling Route 1 & 9, rhe production esse ntiall y la yered the two 
core sources against each o ther, although the interweaving was more 
complex. While Olga's House of Shame appeared on monitors, an 
edited version of Stein's text was intercut with text from th e film. Most 
of this was delivered by Valk through a downstage microphone . Much 
of the stage action mimicked th e film's action, Doubling th e playing of 
roles pointed up provocative parallels between the narratives and cell
tral characters of the. two very different sources, As well as delivering 
most of the text, Valk also plared Faustus and El aine - both seekers of 
power and rebels who try to escape their 'bosses', She also played 
MIHA, whose wanderings were rela yed on video in a way that echoed 
Elaine's fli ght through rhe woods. suzzy Roche, wearing trashy plastic 
devil horns, doubled as Mephisto and the sadistic Olga, reflecting rhe 
narrator's comment that <To incur O lga's wrath is to invite the Devil 
from Hell. ' 

Seamless transitions between scenes heightened the sense of pa ral
lels, For example, towards the end of Act One, Scene One, Olga strikes 
a devil's bargain with the captured Elaine, just as Fa ustus attempts to 
renege on his bargain with Mephisto, with attendant iron ies in the 
conflation of the two nattarives: 

Olga' Wen aher what you've gone through here do you th in~ you're will ing to talk 
business with me? 
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(Fausl). Oh you devil go to hell, that IS all you know to tell , and who is interested 
in hell just a devil is interested in hell 

Elaine. I think so. 
(Fausl) Whether I stamp or whether I cry whether! live or whether I die, I can 

know that all a devil can say is just about going 10 heilihe same way. 
Olga well . ; 'hlr.!<' i lOW'S the time I'm in a position 10 otler you some nice 

work with some nice dIVidends 
(Fausl) Gel out o f here devil , it does nol lnterest me whether (you can buy or I 

can sell); 
Elaine Oh, I'm always In terested In nice d ividends. 

(The Wooster Group, 2000, 23) 

Here the interwoven sequences produce divergent responses. 
Subsequently, in Act Three, Elaine, ha ving rejoined Olga, is described as 
enjoying her new power of life and death and being 'like a god here' 
just like Faust, who also holds the power of life and death over MlHA, 
the boy and the dog. Olga persuades Elaine to join her in disciplining 
Nadja; while the video shows Olga using a whip and reins to walk 
Nadja abollt like a 'fi lly', Roche and Tanya Selvaratnam play out the 
scene live. Simultaneously, Valk, as Faustus, shoots the boy and dog, 
before taking over the reins to train Nadja, just as Elaine does on video. 

The interweaving of seemingly disparate texts and actions and the 
abstracted mimicty of the film action was all made more coherent by Jim 
Findlay's set which exemplified superbly the company's Meyerholdian 
approach to setS as 'theatre machines'. Attached to a metal railing at the 
front were a microphone, a video monitor, srools, and a pair of small 
tables (one of them supporting a laptop computer at which Selvaratnam 
sat orchestrating a series of noises that punctuated the text's delivery). 
Behind it were rwo seesaws, each with a sl id ing table attached. Further 
back were rwo tall frames carrying monitors which could slide up and 
down. Four large light bulbs swung periodically abo ve the heads of the 
performers. 

Valk's delivery, which she described as 'channelling', derived from 
listening through a wireless recei ver to the composer Kuhn reading the 
text and then repea ting it, a device that helped avoid any temptation 
to produce a psychological interpretation. This was further estranged 
by computer manipulation of her voice, frequently producing a stran
gulated high-pitched sound. The mimed action assumed a cartoon-like 
appearance, as performers heightened and abstracted the melodra
matic action of the film, often to hilarious effect. For example, while 
the monitors show Elaine being pursu ed through the woods, Valk and 
the others run to and fro across th e stage, up and down the seesaw 
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Figure 9 House/Lights Pictured (I-r). Sheena See, Helen Eve Pickett, Kare 
Valk, Roy Faudree, Tanya Seivaramarn, Suz z), Roche. Photo: © Paula Co ure 

ramps in a precisely choreogtaphed cartoon chase. At times live action 
and video intersect. Soon after Elaine's capture, for exa mple, when 
Nick asks if she enjo yed her swim, the video shows a shot of the lower 
part of a seated man wielding a pair of pliers menacingly. Onstage, 
Roy Faudree moves behind the monitor, his upper body completing 
the picture; further hack, Valk stands with her bound hands raised in 
rhe air, an image then echoed On the video monitor. Conventional dis
tinctions between live and videotaped petformers become confounded 
and a sor t of cyborgian representation occu rs. Along with the con tr i
bution of technology to the creation of Valk's va rious characters, a 

jI Frankensteinia n dynamic pervades the production. 
,. In the sequence following Elaine's torture, while Yalk delivers 

MIHA's lament over being lost in the woods, the video supetimposes 
Valk's head on a tracking shot through the woods, giving the effect of 
her head floating through them. When the film voice-over interrupts 
to describe 'a very special party', the video shows a woman doing a 
belly dance. Valk begins to belly dance, with her image superimposed 
over the Olga materi al. Two men then tip her upside down and Roche 
enters and sticks her head berween her Jegs - all rela yed li ve on the 
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upstage monitot. While Olga's nattation desctibes the girls as 'ready to 
go the limit', Roche moves OVet to fondle Selvatatnam, with a close-up 
being superimposed on the film. Meanwhile, as Stein's text describes 
MIHA being lost in the wood, an overtly fake tree is brought on. Live 
relay of Valk shot through the tree is then intercut with the 
OlgalElaine material. The whole sequence, only a few minutes long, 
becomes a dazzling display of video edi ting ctossed with live perform
ance and live relay, confla ting in an ironic fashion the erotics of 
MIHA's wander in the woods (and her viper bite) and the scenes in 
Olga's house of shame. 

In addition to facilitating the merging of idemities and nattati ves, 
video frequently expands the resonances of particulat moments, usu
ally through shadowing the Stein text with scenes from popular film or 
te levision. When MIliA visits Faustus, for example, the upstage moni
tOtS show a sequence from Mel Brooks' YOU1lg Frankenstein in which 
the monstet is brought to life. Foreshadowing Faustus' saving of 
MIHA's life, this also evokes the alchemical tradition that links the 
Faustus and Frankenstein myths and the way their treatment in litera
tllte and film embodies a continuing suspicion of the role of science 
and scientists." Soon after, when Stein ca lls for MIHA to be depicted 
with a halo of lights, the videos display Valk's head supetimposed on 
a floating citcular chorus from a Busby Berkeley water ballet. Later, 
when MIHA, confused at the sight of Mephisto behind the man ftom 
ovet the seas, whispers, 'They two I two they two rhat makes six it 
should be seven they two I two they two five is heaven,' Valk's head is 
accordingly multiplied on video, followed soon after by the halo of 
SW immers again. 

The production's overa ll approach is embodied in the literalising 
tesponse to Stein'S numbet play here, as Valk's multiplied head is 
echoed by the multiplied female bodies of this aquatic halo. Where 
Stein's adaptation of the myth multiplies and splits the personalities of 
MIHA, Faustus and Mephisto, LeCompte uses technology and her 
supplementary SOurces to multiply everyone even further. The crossing 
of Stein'S figures with figures from film, the play with hybrid images of 
performets, the doubling of onstage action with live reiay, and Valk's 
channelling of the text, all operate as figures of the divided selves of 
Stein's pla y and undermine any possibility of employing conventional 
notions of a unified self as a way of approaching it. Foregrounding the 
literary and filmic construction of the characters and obviating any 
potential spectatorial desire fat a natutalistic portrayal, they provide a 
dazzling theatrical response to Stein's anti-psychological mode of 
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Figure 10 House/Lights Pictured (J -r ): Suny Roche, Kate Valk (upside 
down), Ari Fliakos. Photo: © Mary Gearhart 
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wri ting. Equally, the abstracted , condensed mimicry of Mawra's film 
estranges its narrative and performing conventions, echoing the way 
Stein's treatment of the Faust myth functions to de familiarise conven
tional Faustian production s. 

This approach also, of coutse, contributes considerably to the the
atrical energy of the production. The technical ingenuity and the sheer 
bravura with which the performets play out the intersections between 
the vatious materials produce a theatre of attractions writ large: 
watching it, one could sense the audience around thrilling to the toller
coastet tide of the performance. The pyrotechnics of the performances 
and production match Stein's linguistic pyrotechnics, with the rhyth
mic choreography of the ptoduction answering the rhythmic play of 
Stein's text. The resulting focus on the signifier rather than the signi
fied echoes the spirit of Stein, a writer more concerned with the 
processes of representation than rhe object of represem3rion, and for 
whom the shape and rh ythm of a sentence was always paramount. 

To You, the Birdie! (PMdre) 

Jean Racine wrote his adaptati on of Euripides' drama about Phaedra's 
love for her stepson Hippol)'tus in 1677, just before quitting the thea tre 
and becoming Louis XlV's royal historiographer. It signalled his rever
sion to Jansenism, an extremely puritanical version of Catholicism - a 
turn thar coincided with a growing sobriety at Louis' court. Arguing that 
dramatises should be 'as keen to edify their spectators as to amuse them, 
thereby complying with the real purpose of tragedy', Racine defended his 
portrayal of Phaedra's illicit passion: 

The slrghlest transgressions are severely punished The very thought 01 crime IS 
regarded with as much horror as Crime Itself The passions are portrayed 
me(ely In Ofde( [0 show the abeuallons 10 which they give rise (RaCine , 1963, 147) 

When LeCompte received Paul Schmidt's ttanslation in 1993, she felt 
the play was too Catholic, 'tedious, boring and stupid'. Six years later, 
after Schmidt's death, she was persuaded to ditect it by Valk, 'who 
wanted to play the queen, and because it was her I trusted that rhere 
was something there ' (Gardner, 2002). The resulting production con
tained few of the collagist elements usually found in Wooster Group 
productions. There were no parallel texts layered against Racine's 
text, which was delivered fairly faithfully (bar a few cuts and minor 
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additions); there were no extracts from public do main media or extra
dramatic foorage of Wooster Group members. Indeed, framing devices 
were relatively sparse. The production's title derives from the French 
term for a shuttlecock, oiseau or 'bird', reDecting the fact that the royal 
court effectively became a badminton court. All the characters played 
badminton at some point - with the goddess Venus as referee. 
Phaedra's near-death srate as a tesult of her guilty passion was graph
ically represented by having her tended by servants administering drips 
and enemas. In verting the situation in House/Lights, most of Valk's 
lines (and Dafoe's as Theseus) were spoken by another performer, Scott 
Shepherd (who also played Theramenes). The overall effect was seen by 
some cri tics as a terrible undermining of what is generally seen as one 
of the great tragedies in· the Western canon, with Charles Isherwood 
asserting, 'The triumph of Racine's "Phedre" was its ability to evoke 
compassion for a monstrous woman; The Wooster Group reverses the 
eq uation, and makes us feel practicall), norhing for her .... Game, ser, 
match to th e postmodernists" (Variety, 25 February, 2002). 

The set resembled a modified version of rhe Brace Up! set - a metal 
frame enclosing the playing space and a low bench behind it. 
Replacing the television monitors found in most Wooster Group pro
ductions, upstage and downstage centre were two 'video totems' 
metal structures which allowed a large plasma screen on each to rise 
and fall. Additionally, a large Plexiglass screen moved laterally to and 
fro . Perhaps a nod in the direction of the Hall of Mirrors at Versai lles, 
the effect was to continually reconfigure the playing space, to creare 
more or less intimate areas, appropriate enough for a court full of 
intrigues and people looking over their shoulders . 

Video appears from the start. The performance opens with 
Hippolytus and Theramenes, semi-naked apart from short kilts, sitting 
behind rhe downstage screen, which obscures their lower bodies. 
Where Euripides and Racine portray Hippol)' tlls ' hyper-masculiniry 
and misogyny through his devotion to hunting, leCompte shows him 
as a sports jock: the discussion of Theseus' long absence and Phaedra's 
appaten t hostility towards Hippolytus becomes a locker-room chat. 
The video plays comically with their masculinity. With a sound-crack of 
intermittent laughter, cheering and bitd-calls, the (pre-recorded) video 
appears to show the obscured action of the lowet half of the men's bod
ies (in a hybrid image of the sort seen previously in House/Lights ). 
They cross and re-cross legs, scratch buttocks and fiddle with genitals. 
Comically capturing a common male bodily behaviour, the activity also 
evokes the latent homo-eroticism of the locker-room." 
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Figure 11 To You, the Birdiel (Phedre) Pictured (I-r): Scott Shepherd, Ari 
Fl iakos. Phoro:© Mary Gearharr 
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The scene also initiares the fr equem use of video to isolate and draw 
attention to parts of rhe performers' bodies and to play with notions 
of reveal ing rhe hidden, Framing the images on plasma screens and 
playing with their colou ring often also lends a painterly feel to thei r 
use. Val k's first appearance illustrates this . Wheeled in by a maid, she 
barely stagge rs to her fee t before her servant Enone knocks her over 
with a shuttlecock. Helped to a seat behind the (lowered ) downstage 
screen, her legs are substituted by videotaped legs. While the maid 
washes her feet (again mixing li ve and video image), Phaedra com
plains that her shoes are not suitable for playing badminton. Others 
are brought and placed on her feet - also shown on video. Her grand 
address to the Sun is punctuated by her calling again for her seat: the 
wheelchair, which has a toilet attached to it, is brought over, with 
another change of shoes. The video doubling of the maid 's servi le min
istrations underlines a view of Phaedra as a pampered, neurasthenic 
aristocra t, an impression borne out by the fact that Phaedra does nor 
even speak her own words - Shepherd delivers them into a micro
phone behind the platform. The disjunctive voicing of her lines and the 
video disloca tions of her body also operate as figures of her being torn 
apart, being disintegrated, by her passion for Hippol ytus . This is rein
forced soon afterwa rds. Valk stands behind the screen, her head hid
den, while the video shows an enlarged image of her face trapped 
behind a barred window. Even as she moves away, the image of her 
face , mouth agape, remains briefly. A hitherto broadly satiric device 
for isolating and doubling parts of the characters' bodies becomes at 
this point an Expressionist, painterly device for amplifying a subjective 
feeling that is beyond words. 

The gtotesque imagery around Phaedra 's enemas is similarly 
ambiguous. Just before reveal ing her passion for Hippolytus, her 
maids help Phaedra to squat and defecate. When she subsequently 
encounters Hippo)ytus semi-naked by a swimming pool , she declares 
her love , grabbing at him and rolling to the floor, in a scene that tips 
Racinian decorum on its head . Her desperat ion becomes increasingly 
grotesque, as maids wrestle her into a chair and administer an enema , 
while she grabs at Hippolytus' naked buttock. As she pursues the 
retrearing Hippolytus the enema tube trailing behind is reproduced on 
the video screen. Towards the end of the play, wracked by guilt, she 
undergoes another enema. Ha vi ng poisoned herself, she co nfe sses to 
Theseus and co llapses. Her death is portrayed in another hybrid 
momene, with her upper body revealed, while her lower body, enema 
tube trai ling behind, is again shown on the downstage video screen . 
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Figure 12 To You, the Birdie! (Phedre) Pictured (I-r): Fr.nces McDormand, 
Kare Valk, Ari Fli akos. Photo: © Paula Courr 
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Almost inevitably, in performance, such business appears initiall y as 
a satiric device. However, as the performance continues, it becomes a 
disturbing literal playing our of the effects of Phaedra's pass ion, par
ticularly as Schmid t's translation handles it. Immediately after her first 
enema, Phaedra describes her passion for Hippolyrus in terms of dis
ea se: '[ sweat and shivered both at once .. . I had Venus like a virus in 
my blood.' Here Schmidt changes Racine's original metaph or of Venu s 
making Phaedra her prey into one of infecting her with a virus_ Any 
presenr-day audience is likely to sense the shadow of HIV behind the 
language here; the sort of integral audience that forms a large part of 
The Wooster Group's audience and is aware of the history of its mem
bers, could hardly avoid thinking of the deaths of Ron Vawter and 
Schmidt himself fr om AIDS-rel ated illnesses. 16 The enemas, then , 
become a power fully loaded medical image of the effects of pa ss ion. 
Moreover, th ey also seem to reflect literally the notion of tragic cathar
sis. Aristotle's famous term deri ves from Greek medical practice, in 
which illness was trea ted wi th emetics and enemas as a way of purging 
the body of infection. When Phaedra undergoes her final enema, 
accompanied by screa ming th at seems to mix agony and ecstasy, it has 
the appearance of a final litera l attempt at catharsis before committing 
suicide . 

The videos also playa major part in reconfiguring Venus ' involve
ment in the play. Immediately after the opening dialogue, the raised 
upstage plasma screen reveals an image of Venus: Suuy Roche, with 
red hair frizzed lip, filmed aga inst a blue sky with wispy clouds fl oa ting 
by. Again , there is disj unction at work, since Venus' lines are spoken 
from behind rhe stage by a live performer, Fiona Leaming.17 She 
announces that she is the referee, tells how she made Phaedra fall for 
Hippolytlls and declares rhar 'th is is the last day he will look upon the 
light'. Here the text draws on Aphrodite's vindictive prologue in 
Euripid es' Hippolytus. Although Racine's characters blame Venu s for 
their plight, neoclassical decorum inhibited him from having the god
dess appear. In The Hidde>t God, Lucien Goldmann defines Racillian 
tragedy 'as a spectacle under the permanent observation of a deity', 
observing that, 'though he is always present, this God remains a hidden 
god, a god who is always absen t' and 'never shows the hero which path 
he should follow in order to realize an authentic existence' (1964, 7). 
Revert ing to Euripides, The Woos ter Group makes present the 'hidden 
god(dess)' of Racine, but in a bifurcated way: while the live Venus ca lls 
faults and awards points in a game which Phaedra is tOO feeble to play, 
the virtually present Video Venus impassively observes alL 

http:Leaming.17
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Again, initially comic imagery becomes increasingl), sinister. So, the 
first badminton match, under Video Venus' wa tchful eye and refereed 
by the li ve Venus, is fast and furious and accompanied by a series of 
buzzes, tvveers, and whistles - a cartoonish arcade game soundtrack. 
Such games function throughout as an image of the players' capacities 
for waging the personal and political struggles at co urt. The boys ' 
energetic playing displays a so rt of natcissistic vitality, whereas the 
enfeebled Phaedra can bately lift her racquet and hits the wea kest of 
shots. Late~ Theseus fires shot after shot against Hippolytus, figura
tively destroying him before his praye r to Neptune actua ll y brings 
about his death. 

Video Venus' recurring appearances become increasingly ominous . 
When Phaedra discusses her first encounter with Hippolytus, Video 
Venus pops up on cue. As Phaedra describes having Hippolytus ban
ished, Venus' head drops comically off screen, onl y to reap pea r almos t 
immediately when Phaed ra reports the consequences of being reunited 
with him during Theseus' absence - 'it's Venus clawing at my heart, 
drinking my lifeb lood ' . She later witnesses Phaedr a's despera te appeal 
to Hippolytus. After sending Enone to offer Hippolytus the Athenian 
crown, Phaedra pleads with Video Venus: 'Avenge you rself on him, 
not me! Make him love me!' When Enone reportS Theseus' immi nent 
re turn, Video Venus watches her persuade Phaedra to accuse 
Hippolytus of attempted rape. After Theseus banishes Hippolytus, 
Phaedra momentarily repents, but her intended confession is fore
stalled by Theseus' revela tion that Hippolytus had admitted his love 
for Aricia. Sure enough, Video Venus sutfaces to watch Phaedta 's con
vulsion of grief at this news. Finally, Phaedra's death takes place und er 
the eye of the absent yet present goddess whose vit us has broughr such 
destruction . 

The scenes with Theseus before Phaedra's dea th further illustrate 
how video prov ides ironic visua l commentary. Theseus' entrance is 
heralded by comica ll y thunde rous crashing noises, accompanied by 
video images of a class ic male torso set agains t a green background. 
Dafoe appea rs, a strutt ing, puffed-up cockerel wea ring only a short 
white tunic, made more ridiculous by the weedy nasal voice Shepherd 
adopts to del iver his liues. When Phaedr. exits, Theseus lies down to 
be massaged by two maids. After his first encounter with Hippolytus, 
the maids carry him down and line him up with the lowered down
stage video screen - so that his head is hidden and repl aced by an 
enl arged video image. The resulting image recalls Hans Holbein's 
1521 painting of The Body of the Dead CI"';st in the Tomb, while the 
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maids' action of washing his arms and feet resembles a corpse being 
laid out for burial. While the hybrid image continues devices ftom 
earlier in the production , the referencing of rhe Holbein burial adds a 
tremendous visual power to rhe image, setting in play many res
onances. Although Theseus lives at the end of Racine's pla y, the image 
foreshadows both the la)'ing out of Hippol yrus ' corpse and a SO rt of 
death-in -life for Theseus that will come from Enone's allega tions. The 
image also, of co urse, recalls Dafoe's film portrayal of Christ. 

After ca lling on Neptune to drow n Hippolytus, These us jumps up 
and begins striking macho poses - while both screens display shots of 
male torsos again. After Phaedra decides not to con fess, thus sea ling 
Hippolytus' fa te, the backgtound to the torsos becomes red. As she 
grieves over Hippolytu s' love for Atici a, not only is she watched ove r 
by Video Venus, but also the downstage screen switches to an image 
of a closed purp le theatrical curtain , a meta theatrical refere nce to 
both the impending end of the play an d the mounting me lodrama of 
the si tu ation. 

As with other Wooster Group productions, closer examination 
reveals a very precise structure behind what may initially seem to be a 

Pigure 13 To You, the Birdie! (l'l."'dre) Pktllted (I·r), Willem Dof06, Koosil. 
js Hwang, Ari Fliak os , Oominique Dousq ue t, Ph oto: © Mal")' Gearhart 
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bizarre surface. While the different performance frames operate at a 
broader emblematic level, they are closely modulated to the evolving 
moment by moment action. Again, much of the play with sound and 
video technol ogy functions emblematically, suggesting a world in 
which characters are alienated from themselves, in which their lan
guage and bodi es are in a continuous state of dislocation and disinte
gration, as they are wasted by Venus' virus. Bur their deployment at 
panicuJar moments is precisely orga nised arollnd the drama of the 
moment, amplifying or ironising individual actions, Or marking a 
moment of crisis. After years of experimenting with very different uses 
of video, here The Wooster Group seems to move towards employing 
it in ways that recall Piscator's choric use of film: to a large extent, the 
video material highlights or brings out a sort of sub-text to the action. 
While the overall result is not a production that lea ves in place the 
tragic world of Racine 's play, neither is it simply a postmodern mock
ery of Racine's tragedy, as some critics suggested. To be sute, the pro
duction takes a cynical view of the royal court (and by implication the 
17th-century Court for which Racine wrote); there is no final sense of 
redempti on or of suffering as ennobling, but, against expectation, as 
the production evolves, there is a growiug darkness to the grotesque 
vision embodied in Phaedra 's portrayal and the increasingl y sinister 
presence of Video Ven us. 

Surveying LeCompte's use of video in the works discussed, what is 
remarkable is the variety of ways in which it has been incorporated in 
relatively few projects. There is a constant development from the more 
segregated use for three very different sequences in Route 1 & 9, 
through the more integrated dramatic use in Saint Antony and the use 
of li ve rela y for a mix of dramatic, rhetorical and choric purposes in 
Brace Up!, to the interweaving of film and avant-garde text in 
House/Lights, followed by the painterly rhetorical and choric use in 
To YOIl, the Birdie!. Along the way, a wide range of films and televi
sion programmes have been incorporated or mimicked , with the video 
material created by the company always playing knowingly with the 
televisual or cinematic genres being mimicked. Often very different 
styles have been collided against each other, inviting the spectator to 
read the different performing media and styles against Or through each 
other. The underlying dialogue between the materials often acquites 
multiple resonances, tempting, if sometimes also ultimately defying, 
dialectical or synthesising readings of the relationships. After LSD the 
appearance of hybrid or cyborg images of performers becomes a grow
ing fearure; while at one level it appears as an 'attraction', it also 
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becomes more emblematic of the hybrid nature of Wooster Group per
formances, calling attention to diverse mediations which occur in their 
work, whether literally through transfer of text o r action to electronic 
media or simply through the adoption of the various stylistic 'masks' 
they emp loy. 

LeCompte is very matter of facr wben discussing her use of video, 
suggesting she sees It as just something thar is part of the contem
porary cultural context in which she works, which , therefore, should be 
available as a tool for her work. While sometimes her accounts of the 
seeming randomness with which she begins to collage materials may 
seem disingenuous, given the resonances particular collocations of 
material evoke, they are testimony to the creative experimental 
processes that the company uses. That the process does employ a lot of 
trial and errOr pla ying with different materials should not, howevet, dis
guise the fact that, as the productions evolve, a very precise selection 
process also Comes into play which depends on LeCompte's astute sense 
of what materials work well in dialogue with each other. Thus what 
sometimes seem to be at first sight ar bitrary juxtapositions often emerge 
as very precisely organised imagistic, textual or sensory structures. 
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